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A perturbation theorem is proved which enables us to extend the 
results of J. Schwartz and others, to the effect that a wide class of 
boundary value problems for ordinary differential operators with operator 
valued coefficients generate unbounded spectral operators in the L, 
space over a finite interval. Thus under mild restrictions on the boundary 
conditions allowed, an operator 
in L,[O, 11, where B, , . . . . B,-, are arbitrary bounded operators and 
C,-, is any compact operator plus a bounded one with small norm, is 
shown to have a complete set of generalized eigenfunctions (&,). More- 
over, the series expansions in the & are unconditionally convergent. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The object of the present paper is to extend results of J. Schwartz [l], 
H. P. Kramer [2], N. Dunford and J. Schwartz [3], Chap. XIX, A. S. Markus 
[4], M. Shinbrot [5], and the author [6], to the effect that a wide class of 
boundary value problems for ordinary differential operators with operator 
valued coefficients generate unbounded spectral operators in the L, space 
over a finite interval. As in all of the papers cited above our result is obtained 
as an application of a perturbation type theorem. The approach used here 
and in [6], which is based on the Friedrichs commutator method (cf. [7]), 
allows for the perturbation of an nth order differential operator by one of 
order n - 1. The other results referred to allow only for a bounded perturba- 
tion of a second order operator or an (n - 2)nd order perturbation in the nth 
order case (see [3], Chap. XIX, 4.16, however, where it is shown that a 
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change of variables allows for the (?t- 1)st order local operator a,-r(x)(d/d~)+~. 
The perturbation theorem we use is proved in Section 3 and the application 
to differential operators is made in Section 4. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let T with domain s(T) be an unbounded spectral operator in a Hilbert 
space A‘ (see [8] for definitions). If we assume that the resolvent set p(T) 
is not empty, then for h E p(T), (A -- T)-l = p is a bounded spectral 
operator with a resolution of the identity B(a) satisfying e(O) = 0 (cf. [I], 
Lemma 2 and [8], Corollary, p. 390, where it appears that the condition 
e(O) = 0 should be added). The addition of a scalar multiple of I to T will 
not affect our results so we assume without loss of generality that T-l exists 
and further that it is compact. T is then called a discrete spectral operator 
and its resolution of the identity E(e) satisfies Ck E&) = I where {pk} 
(K = 1,2, . ..) are the eigenvalues of T. We further assume that T satisfies 
condition F: all but a finite number of the eigenvalues of T are simple. 
Condition F implies that for some integer N, T is representable in GB( T) as 
where the Ark are nilpotent operators. In fact for our purposes it suffices to 
consider the case in which all E(pk) are self-adjoint projections (cf. [6], 92). 
With T we associate an orthonormal basis for X, consisting of generalized 
eigenvectors (root vectors) of T, {e,}, indexed (allowing a finite number of 
negative indices) so that Tel = pie, for I large. Then for B E B(Z), the 
algebra of bounded operators in Z, we let Bij denote the matrix represen- 
tation of B with respect to the basis {er}. 
Using the notation EM = CkGM E(p,) and taking sums in the strong 
sense we define the following bounded projections acting in B(Z). 
3 :B+B 
d M : B --+ E”BEM + 2 E(pL)BE(pk) 
k=M+l 
Sk : B --+ (I - E”)BEL ) (2.1) 
-L 09 M :B-tELB(I-EM) 
& ,=4-&-~~-8~ / 
In the proof of Theorem 1 below we will always have I < L < M where I 
is the smallest bound for the indices of all nonsimple eigenvalues. 
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3. PERTURBATION OF DISCRETE SPECTRAL OPERATORS 
If T is a discrete spectral operator satisfying condition F and, as we are 
assuming, 0 E p(T), then T* (0 < v < 1) can be defined (cf. [2]) and we 
can state the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let T with domain 9(T) be a discrete spectral operator 
satisfying condition F. Suppose that the eigenvalues {pR} of T are such that 
u,,hn < / pk 1 ,< u,P (n 3 1) and 1 plc - pL1 -l < u2/ h” - In 1-l for some 
. . 
posztzve constants q, , q , and u2 . If e = C + A where C is a compact 
operator and A is bounded with /I A j/ < 8, where /? > 0 depends upon T, 
then T + C?T(la-l)ln dejked in 9(T) is a discrete spectral operator satisfying 
condition F. 
PROOF. First, since C?T(n-l)ln is compact with respect to T, it follows 
that T + &T+l)ln is closed in g(T). Consider now the family 0! consisting 
of all operators of the form & = BT(+l)ln with 8 E B(X). If we define a 
norm 1 1 in 02 by setting 
I & I = II B II P (3.1) 
then Gpl is clearly a Banach space and the projections (2.1) have natural 
extensions to bounded projections in 6% 
Next let B = &YLMB be a bounded operator with the matrix representation 
Bij . Then Bij/(pi - pi) (with zero entries where B, = 0) represents an 
operator defined in the dense set 9 consisting of finite linear combinations 
of the basis vectors {ek}: We denote the operator by I’,,B and will see from 
the analysis to follow that r,,B has a bounded closure which we also call 
I’,B. We then extend the operation r, to Q = BT(“-l)In E &,,OZ by defining 
I’,Q to be the closure of (r$)T - cn l)ln, first defined in 9. The existence of 
the closure will be shown in the course of proving the following central 
inequality: I’,Q is bounded and I( r,Q /I < T) Q 1 where T depends upon the ui 
entering the statement of the theorem, but not upon L and M. For the 
closure and boundedness it suffices to show that in 9, (roB)T(+I)ln coincides 
with a bounded operator G. For G we choose the operator determined by 
the matrix B,j&*-l)l”/(pi - pi). The boundedness of G follows from a 
theorem of Schur ([9], p. 328) since 
i#j if3 ifj 
(3.2) 
i#j 
< II B II * 71 . sj 
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and similarly 
2 
i=L 
i#i 
while sj and s”i are uniformly bounded in j and i respectively (cf. [6], $4). 
At the same time Schur’s estimate gives the inequality 11 G )/ < ~11 B j/ for 
some7 >Oor 
II r,Q II < 71 Q I. (3.4) 
The operator I’,,Q which we have associated with each Q = BT(n-l)fn in 
&L,LZ satisfies the identity 
VoQ) - (r,Q)T = 8 (in 9). 
Since the definition of I’,, yields formal equality for each ek , we need only 
check that T(I’,,Q) is well defined and for this we use the fact that 
9(T) = /Taiei 1 zpi2c$ < ml. 
i 
Since T(n-l)ln maps 9 into itself and I’,B takes e, into xi Bikei/(pi - pk) 
which is in 9(T), TT’,,Q is defined in 9. 
Suppose we let C,” = ENCEN and C2N = C - CrN + A where N > I. 
Then for L sufficiently large, TN = T + CINT(‘+l)ln satisfies 
TNV’oQ) - (GQ)TN = Q 
in 9 provided Q is in &,, GI. Assume that for each N > I we can find a 
transformation r and an integer M satisfying: 
a. For Q E (9 - gJ,)a 
TN(I’Q) - (rQ)TN = Q (in 9) 
b. For Q E (9 - &‘,)a 
II rQ It G 271 Q I 
c. For Qr E LIand Q2 E (4 - &,)a, both QJQ2 and (rQz)Q1 are in @ and 
I QJQz I < 271 Q1 I - I Q2 I 
IVQAQ~ I G 27181 I - I Q2 I- (3.5) 
If we try to solve 
(TN + P)(I + rQ) = (I + rQ)( TN + 3 (in 9) (3.6) 
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with p = CZNT(n--l)ln, requiring Q = (9 - S,)Q and S = ad, then 
using (3.5)a we are led to the equation 
Q = --p(Z + rQ) + (I+ rQ)g,[P(Z + rQ)l 
where 
= S(P, Q) (in 9) (3.7) 
S = ~&-‘(Z + rQ>l. (34 
As a consequence of (3.5)b and (3.5)~ the map T(P, Q) of (X x (9 - &,)a 
into (9 - &,)a has a fixed point Q for 1 P 1 = /I C,” 11 < T(T), where 7 is 
a positive quantity varying approximately inversely with 7 (cf. [6], 93). 
Since C is compact 11 C - GIN II --f 0 as N -+ co; thus for 11 A 11 small and 
sufficiently large N, (3.7) h as a solution Q E (9 - &,&I!. Moreover / Q I 
and hence I/ Z’Q II approaches zero with I P I. Using Q from (3.7) we can then 
satisfy (3.6) and arrange to have I/ Z’Q 11 < 1 so that Z + FQ has a bounded 
inverse. We will return to (3.6) to extend its domain of validity and to show 
that TN + P is a discrete spectral operator satisfying condition F, but first 
we wish to exhibit a transformation r satisfying (3.5). 
Given N > Z, let J be a circle: / X I = R in p( TN) containing the spectrum 
of TN as an operator in EN%. Let L be the index of the smallest eigenvalue 
of T outside J. Then EN and E(pi) for i 3 L are common to the resolutions 
of the identity for T and TN and in S(T) n (I - EN)% the two operators 
coincide. Thus for any M > L we have 
TN(roQ) - (I’,,Q)TN = Q (in 9) (3.9) 
if Q E 8&Y. Next we introduce transformations r, and r, which together 
with r,, will make up the desired ZY 
Since the range of the operator defined by the strong sum 
CL+1 w4I(V - PA ( v on J) is in the domain of T(+l)ln, the operator 
r,Q = & $,(v - TQj=$, +$$ dv 
is bounded for Q E Cn. In fact 
< const. / Q I - r,-& (~)r~1’2 . r,=$+, IIE(~~)fil~~~‘~ (3-W
G WWI Q I * Ilf!l 
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where K(M) can be made arbitrarily small by choosing M large. Similarly, 
since B( T(“-l)ln) 3 %((v - T)-I), 
is bounded and 
II r,Q II d &W Q I (3.11) 
where R(M) --+ 0 as M -+ co. One then verifies, using the operator calculus, 
that 
TN(rlQ) - (r,Q)TN = 6%Q 
TN(r,Q) - (I’,Q)TN = &IQ I 
in g 
* 
(3.12) 
(See [3], p. 599 and [l], p. 416 for results on the operator calculus). Then if 
we define 
rQ = ro(S,,Q) + r,Q + r,Q (3.13) 
for Q E (Y - &,)a, rQ is bounded and, by (3.9) and (3.12), satisfies (3.5)a. 
Property (3.5)b follows from (3.4), (3.10), and (3.11) if we choose M 
sufficiently large. Property (3.5)~ is easily checked for (I’Qs)Qr using (3.1) 
and (3.5)b. For QrrQs we have formally 
and can estimate the three terms separately. Letting Qr = BIT(n-l)‘n and 
Q2 = BJ(‘-ln, one has QJ’a(bLMQ,) == B1T(n-1)‘nrO(~~MB2)T’n-l)jn i  9. 
Using pLi(+r)lfl in place of pj(“-l)ln in (3.2) and (3.3) one can show that 
T(n-1)InrO(&LMB2) defined in &@ has a closed bounded extension H satisfy- 
ing II H II d 711 B, Il. It follows that QJo(~LMQa> E Fand I QJ~~LwQJI 
d ~1 Q1 I * I Qz I. Next, since in g, QJIQ2 = QJ’dak QJ = Q&r,QJ 
(I - EM) and Tcn-l)‘n EL E B(S), Q1r,Qs is bounded and using (3.10) 
we have I QlrlQ2 I < II T-(@-l)ln) /I II QJIQ2 II < (42) I Q1 i . I Q2 I for 
M large. Similarly, since in 9, Q,rsQs = BIT(+l)‘n (I’2B2)T(“-1)‘n EL 
and T(“-l)/” ~,p”_,+l E(p&/(v - pLj) is bounded with bound approaching 
zero as M -+ co, it follows that / QrI’sQa I < (7/2)1 Qr / * I Qa 1 for large M. 
Combining the estimates for I’, , r, , and I’, gives (3.5~) for QrI’Qs , com- 
pleting the construction of r. 
Returning to S, given by (3.8), we see that it has the form Q,c * T(“-l)ln 
where c is the sum of a compact operator c, and a bounded operator A 
having /I All = O(p). A s we have seen, T + S is then closed in .9(T) and 
it is not difficult to show that T + S is spectral as defined in [8], $1, using 
the fact that it is reduced by E”Z and (I - EM)% and that in (I - En”).@‘, 
&‘,&’ = Cz=‘=,+, c,E(p,) where ck = (e(e, , e,). At the same time one sees 
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that T + S is discrete, with eigenvalues pk = plc + ~+~(~--l)l~ for all 
sufficiently large k. Using the estimates for pk one has 
I & - I”, / 3 I a$ 1 k” - I” 1 -uy’~(c&~-l + c,ly 
> ~;~(k - 1) max(Wl, P-l) -20~-~)‘” max(ckP1, c,ln-r). 
Since C, is compact (Z(,e, , e,) -+ 0 as K -+ co and (Ae, , e,) can be made 
small by further decreasing ,k? if necessary. Then 1 fik - PI / > 6 > 0 if one 
of the indices k or I is greater than some integer N. It follows that T + S is 
a discrete spectral operator satisfying condition F. 
To complete the proof of the theorem we show that Z + Z’Q is a continuously 
invertible map of .9(T) onto 9(T) and that (3.6) can be extended to .9(T). 
From the similarity it then follows that T + &Tcn-l)ln = TN + P is a 
discrete spectral operator satisfying condition F and that the resolution of 
the identity Z?( *) for T + &‘T(+l)ln . 1s given by Z?( .) = (I + rQ)E( .)(I + ZQ-l, 
E(e) being the resolution for T + S. 
To extend (3.6) to 9(T) we wish to prove that p(T + C?T(+l)in) 
is not empty and that is done by showing that for some 77 E p(T), 
(T - ,I)-yI + CT+~)/~(T - J)-11, which is formally an inverse of 
T + fTfn-l)ln - 71, is a bounded operator. For that it suffices to find an 
v E p(T) for which I/ C?T(+l)In(T - ?Z)-l Ij < 1. From the functional 
calculus and [lo], Lemma 6, it follows that /I T(+l)In(T - 7)-l 11 < 
const. maxhro,rj I h(+l)ln(h - 7)-l 1 p rovided 77 is not within a fixed distance d 
of any multiple pole of (T - pI)-l. S ince C is bounded, we need only show 
that given E > 0, there is an T(E) such that / &-l)ln/(pk - T(C))/ < E for all k, 
with T(C) lying outside a circle U which contains the multiple poles of 
(T-M)-* in its interior. Such will be the case if for each l , we can find an open 
disc C(,, r) E p( T) with center 7 and radius r satisfying (I 7 / + r)(+i)ln/r < E. 
In the contrary case there would be an q, > 0 with the property that every 
disc C(q, r) outside U for which (I 7 / + r)(+l)‘n/r < q, would contain an 
eigenvalue of T. If we let 9i = 2;“/q, , i = 1,2, 3, ,.., then a disc C(,, r) 
in the annuius A, : Wi < / p I < .9&+r and tangent to the boundary will have 
Y = gzi+l - 9J and I 17 I + r = 9&+i so that 
,=I 2(ifI)” 
2 ( ai)n > 
~,i+l,n-l)ln 
--, 
CO EO ) EO = t (I 7j 1 + ry-l)‘n. 
As each Ai contains at least 24P/(i + 1)” - P) discs, the number m(Z) of 
eigenvalues outside U with modulus at most 9, , is at least bZ2 for some 
b > 0. However from uok” < 1 plc j we conclude that m(Z) = O(Z). The 
contradiction shows that there is an T E p( T + cTfn-l)ln) and moreover, 
that (T + &Tfn-l)ln) is compact, since (T - qZ)-l is compact. 
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We then have 
(T + eT@-l)ln -- $)(I + I’Q) = (I + Ql)(T + S ~- 71) (in 9). (3.14) 
Since T + QT(n-l)l~ and T + S are closed in 9(T) which contains 9 as 
a dense subset, we can conclude from (3.14) (or 3.6) that I + rQ maps 9(T) 
into 9(T). Then since 7 E P(T + cT(+l)ln) and hence in P(T + S), we 
can further conclude from (3.14) that (I + FQ) maps 9(T) onto all of 9(T). 
This completes the proof. 
The methods used here can be carried over to give results in the case that 
(T - hl)-l has only a finite number of multiple poles and E(p,J has finite 
dimensional range for each K (cf. [6]). In that case the spectral property of 
T may be destroyed under perturbation, but one can still show that the clos- 
ure of the linear span of the generalized eigenfunctions of the perturbed 
operator is all of ~9. Moreover, in a formal expansion the terms can be com- 
bined in such a way that the resulting series is unconditionally convergent. 
4. APPLICATION 
In [3], Section X1X.4, it is shown that the formal operator (l/i d/dx)* on 
[0, l] with n linearly independent homogeneous boundary conditions gives 
rise to an unbounded discrete spectral operator if the boundary conditions 
are subjected to mild restrictions. Let us call the restricted boundary condi- 
tions “spectral.” A formulation of the restrictions occupies several pages, so 
we merely remark here that if n is even, any set of separated boundary 
conditions, n/2 at each endpoint, are spectral. It is further shown in [3] that 
T satisfies condition F and that the eigenvalues of T may be divided into 
two sequences {X,} and {A,} such that 
L - (2-Y (1 + k$ d*m-“) 
L - (-1)“(277m)” (1 + k$ &m-“) 
(4.1) 
where 4 = a, + x, x # 0, n > Rex > 0 if n is even. 
Using the results recorded above we can obtain the following theorem 
(see [3], p. 1652 for the definition of EFz)[O, 11). 
THEOREM 2. Let C be a set of spectral boundary condiths for (1 /i d/dx)“. 
Let BnPz, Bn--3, . . . . B, be bounded operators in L,[O, I] and let C,-, = C + B,-, 
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where C is compact and B,-, is bounded with jl B,-, 11 < y, y > 0 depending 
upon C. If we let F be the diffuential operator with 
.9( q = {f E H(“)[O, l] 1 Sf = 0, s E C} 
and de$ned in 9(T) by 
(f $,” + C,-, ($,“-’ + B,-2 (;,“-” + *-* + 4,) (4.2) 
then p is a discrete spectral operator satisfying condition F.l 
PROOF. If we let T be the operator determined in 9(rf;) by (l/id/dx)“, 
then we have already seen that T is a discrete spectral operator satisfying 
condition F. From (4.1) we see that there are positive constants a, and a, 
such that u,,k” < / ,uk 1 < ulKn, (pIc> being the aggregate of {A,} and {A,}, 
numbered so that for large k, pLzk = A, and pzk+i = A,. Next, we have 
I ~zk - ~21 I = P)” j k” (1 + ++ 0 ($)) - 1” (1 + $ + 0 ($,)I 
= (27r)” I k” - 1” 1 * ( 1 + d1 ( k;; I;:” ) + 0 (&)I 
so that for all k and Z, 1 pzk - p2L / 3 (l/a2)j(2k)” - (21)” I for some u2 > 0. 
Similar1y 1 v2k+l - p2Z+l 1 > (l/u2)l(2k + 1)” - (2Z+ l>” I for some, pos- 
sibly larger, u2 > 0. For an odd and an even index analogous estimates work, 
except that for neighboring eigenvalues the conditions on di - d$ must be 
used when n is even. For example, 
1 p2k+3 - p2k I = &)” 1 (k + 1)” (l + & + o (&j) 
- k” (1 + 2 + 0 (&))I 
= (h)n 1 k+l(n + d1 - dl) + O(k”-2)/ 
3 (lkJ(2k + 3)” - (2k)” I
for some u2 > 0 independent of k since Re(d, - dl) < n. The remaining 
estimates are similar and it follows that T satisfies all the conditions of 
Theorem 1. 
It remains to show that we can put T in the form T + cT(+l)ln. For this 
we use Lemma XIX, 4.15 of [3] which states that for a positive integer 1 and 
X E p(T), (T - )omzln is a continuous linear map of L,[O, l] into H(‘)[O, 11. 
1 As noted in Section 1, a term a,-,(x)(d/dx)“-I, which can be removed by a change 
of variable, could be allowed in (4.2); see Theorem X1X.4.16 of [3]. 
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We assume 0 E p( T); if not, Theorem 1 is applicable to T - h for X E p(T). 
Since (d/dx)L is continuous as an operator from EFz)[O, l] to L,[O, 11, 
(d/dx)Fzln is a bounded linear map ofL,[O, I] intoL,[O, I] for I = I, 2, . . . . 
n - 1. In 9(T) = 9(rf) we can then represent rfi as 
'j'-(a-1,h . 'j"(n-1,/n + ($+&kh . T-(n-1--AUn)Tln-1,/n 
which has the form T + C?T(n-lj’n with C the sum of a compact operator 
and an operator with a bound which is O(y). The conclusions of Theorem 2 
then follow from Theorem 1. 
COROLLARY. Let f E L,[O, l] be in 59(T) and let E&J be the projections in 
the resolution of the identity for T corresponding to the distinct eigenvalues Pk . 
Then the expansion J& E(pk)f off converges unconditionally to f in the norm 
given by 
PROOF. This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 13 of [l]. 
We give an example to show that if one allows an arbitrary bounded 
operator for the coefficient of (d/dx)“-l b a ove, then the differential operator 
may fail to be spectral. The example is based on the fact that a multiple 
eigenvalue may split “badly” under a “small” perturbation (cf. [I], p. 425). 
This is illustrated by (t t) + (i :2) w ere h the norms of the associated 
projections are greater than 1 z-l / as E -+ 0. Consider (d/dx)2 with the domain 
9 consisting of functions in Ht2)[0, l] which vanish at 0 and 1. We define 
B, and B, by 
B,: cos2nrrx--+n(2+&)sin2nnr 
cos(2n + I)TX -+ 0 
l-+0 
B,: sin 2nrrx --f 0 
sin(2n + 1)7rx --f i sin 2n77x + f sin(2n + I)rx. 
It is then easily verified that -(d/dx)2 + B, d/dx + B, in 9 is not spectral 
inasmuch as it does not possess a uniformly bounded resolution of the 
identity. 
The author wishes to thank Professor Jack Schwartz for making Sec- 
tion XIX.4 of [3] available to him. 
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